Logitech G
Pro Wired
Gaming
Mouse
The difference between winning and losing in today’s
games isn’t measured in metres or seconds, but
micrometres and milliseconds. When the stakes are at
their highest, a single click can be the difference
between going home with $5k or with $500k. That’s why
Logitech G created the Pro Gaming Mouse. Its
lightweight body and optical gaming sensor are
engineered for the unprecedented speed and precision
aiming needed at the highest level of esport
competition. Key Features Classic comfort: Logitech G
Pro Gaming mouse was inspired by the classic lines
and simple construction of the Logitech G100 and
G100s body made popular by top competitive esports
professionals. Advanced optical gaming
sensor: Consistent, pixel-precise accuracy makes a
critical difference in high-stakes competitive gameplay.
The PMW3366 delivers a level of precision widely
considered to be the best by enthusiasts and
professionals alike. With zero smoothing, filtering or
acceleration across the entire DPI range (20012,000DPI), it provides exceptional tracking accuracy
and consistent responsiveness at any speed. RGB
illumination: Customizable with approximately 16.8
million colours. Perfect for sporting your team or your
favorite team’s colour, personalizing your setup, or
synchronizing with other G products. In competition, this
lighting also acts as a power indicator so you know your
equipment is plugged in. 6 programmable
buttons: Logitech G Pro Gaming Mouse can be used
out-of-the-box with preset programming or fully
configured to match exactly to your preferences. Six

programmable buttons are available if you prefer to bind
custom commands to the mouse itself.

Features
All Product Details

Brand Logitech
Product
Gaming Mice
Type
Connections

Connection Type

USB

Software and System Requirements

Operating System

Windows 10, Windows 8.1,
Windows 8, Windows 7 Powered
and a USB port

Dimensions

Product Width

6.21cm

Product Depth
Product Height
Product
Weight

3.82cm
11.66cm
129.5g

Warranty

Manufacturers

24 Months
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